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SOLOS Series - Solar Optimizable LED Outdoor Smartlight (Generation III)
DESCRIPTION:
JLS China's Solos, a stand along Off Grid Outdoor Lighting System that enabling you to install in any remote
location, and with Dual Axis Rotation on the Solar Panel itself, our unique design maximizes the ability to be
able to direct the light exactly where needed, while giving optimum solar efficiency in a single unit. With
LiFePO4 Battery & MPPT Smart Control System, JLS CHINA can guarantee 5 YEARS WARRANTY on these units.
FEATURES & BENEFITS:
◆ Wattage: 40 Watt
◆ CCT Options: 3000K/4000K/5000K/5700K
◆ Sensor Options:

Occupancy, Occupancy with Bi-Level Dimming
◆ 5 Year Warranty
◆ Near Zero Maintenance
◆ Longer Cycle LiFePO4 Battery
◆ MPPT Smart Control Systems
◆ Grouping Optional: When a fixture detects Occupancy/motion. The next 10 fixture will light up. (i.e, the area will light up )

Grouping Controller :
Communicate between Fixture with 2.4G Hz Signal
Detection Time : 1 Sec
Up to 5000 fixture in one group
5 YEAR STANDARD WARRANTY—EXTENDED WARRANTIES AVAILABLE
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SOLOS Series Solar Street Light (Generation III)
SPECIFICATIONS TABLE
Model

J168-04-SS-G-60

Power Source

Off Grid System

LED Wattage

60W

Solar Panel

80W

Battery

LiFePO4
12.8V 24Ah

Efficacy

140 lm/W

Lumens

8,400 lm

Operating Day

3 Days without
Sun

CCT

3000K/4000K/5000K /5700K

CRI

>70

Life (L70)

50,000+ hours

Illumination Angle

150° X 110°

Operational
Temperatures

-25°C ~ 40°C

Housing
Finish

Black/Silver/Custom

Installation

Pole Mounted

IK Test

IK06

Housing
Material

Aluminum

Weight

57.32 Ibs / 26 kg

Dimensions

Warranty

5 Year

Note: The solar lights have to be charge the battery per 3 month.

Protection / Environment

Bracket is Iron

IP65 / Outdoor/wet location

30.3 x 26.4 x 15.7 in / 770 x 670 x 400 mm

ORDERING INFORMATION
FAMILY MODEL NUMBER

-

WATT

-

CCT

OPTIONS

( XX )
60 = 60W

J168-04-SS-G-XX
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40K = 4000K
50K = 5000K
57K = 5700K
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OC = Occupancy Sensor
OBD = Occupancy Bi-level Dimming
G = Grouping
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Battery Specification
Items

Parameter

Remarks

Rated Capacity

24Ah

Discharge: 0.2C

Minimum Capacity

23Ah

cut-off voltage: 10V

Energy

307.2Wh

Nominal Voltage

12.8V

Open Voltage

12.0~13.2V

Load Voltage

≥12.8V

10Ω

Internal Impedance

≤150mΩ

AC 1KHz after standard harge

Charge voltage

14.6V

DC3.65*4

Standard charge current

4.8A

0.2C

Max charge current

12A

0.5C

Standard discharge current

4.8A

0.2C

Max discharge current

12A

0.5C

Discharge cut-off voltage

10V

Operating Temperature

0~+45℃

Charge

-20~+60℃

Discharge

-20℃～+60℃

Less than 1 month

20℃～+30℃

Less than 6 month

Storage Temperature

Weight

About 2476g

Battery Configuration
Item

Criteria

Remarks

Cell

32650/6000mAh/3.2v

CH-CL010

PCM

4S-15A

CH-PCB010
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Appearance
There shall be no such defect as scratch, bur and other mechanical scratch, and the connector should be no rust dirt. The
structure and dimensions see attached drawing of the battery.

UNIT: mm
NO

Items

Testing method and determinant standard
The battery can be charged when using the original charger. The standard charge

1

Charge Performance

mode :under the temperature of 20±5°C, charge the battery with the current of 0.2C until
the voltage reaches up to 14.6V, then charge with constant voltage until the charge current ≤ 0.01C，then stop charging.

2

Discharge Performance

3

Cycle Performance

When connecting with load, the battery can supply power. Charge the battery with standard charge mode, then rest for 0.5h, then discharge with 0.2C until the voltage is 10V, and
the discharge time is required ≥5h.
Under the temperature of 20±5°C charge the battery with 0.2C, when the voltage reaches
up to 14.6V charge with constant voltage until the charge current ≤0.01C，then stop
charging, rest for 0.5h, then discharge with 0.2C to 10V. Cycle with the above mode, when
the continuous discharge time ＜60% stop cycling. The cycle life is required ≥2000 times.

4

Charged Storage Characteristics

Charge the battery with 0.2C, then shift to charge with constant voltage until the voltage
reaches up to 14.6V, when the charge current ≤0.01C stop charging; rest under the temperature of 20±5°C for 28d then discharge with 0.2C to 10V. The discharge time is required
≥4.25h.

5

Storage Characteristics

Charge the battery, which is newly manufactured shorter than 3 months, with 0.2C until
the capacity reaches to 40~50%, after resting for 12 months under the temperature of
20±5°C and the humidity of 45～75%, then charge with 0.2C to 14.6V then shift to charge
with constant voltage, after full-charge rest for 0.5h, then discharge with 0.2C to10V. The
discharge time is required ≥4h.
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Safety Performance
NO

Items

Test method and determinant standard

1

High Temperature
Characteristics

Under the temperature of 20±5°C, after charging the battery with 0.2C, then put the
battery into the constant temperature and humidity oven with 55±2 °C for 2h, then discharge with 0.2C to 10V. The discharge time is required ≥4.25h and the battery should no
deformation and smoking.
Under the temperature of 20±5°C, after charging the battery with 0.2C, then put the
2

3

Low Temperature
Characteristics

battery into the constant temperature and humidity oven with -10±2°C for 16~24h, then
discharge with 0.2C to 10V. The discharge time is required ≥3h and the battery should no
deformation and smoking.
After full-charging the battery with 0.2C and set 2 times of the nominal voltage and 0.2C
current as constant current and voltage supply, then load it to the battery for 8h. It is required the battery should be no leakage, deformation, smoking and explosion during the
test processes.

Overcharge
Protection
Characteristics

Under the temperature of 20±5°C, after discharging the battery with 0.2C to 10V, then con4

Over-discharge
Protection
Characteristics

nect the load with 30Ω and discharge for 24h. It is required the battery should be no leakage, fire, smoking and explosion during the test processes.

Under the temperature of 20±5°C, after full-charging the battery with 0.2C, then make the
5

Short-circuit
Protection
Characteristics

battery’s anode and cathode short-circuit for 1h (the connecting resistance is smaller than
200mΩ) and there should be no leakage, deformation, smoking and explosion during the
test processes.
Under the temperature of 20±5°C, after charging the battery with 0.2C, then put the

6

Constant Humidity
and Temperature
Characteristics

battery into the constant temperature and humidity oven with 10±2 °C and 90～95% for
48h, the battery should be no obvious deformation, leakage, rust, smoking and explosion.
After testing take out the battery then rest for 2h under the temperature of 20±5 °C, discharge with 0.2C to 10V. The discharge time is required ≥225min.

Under the temperature of 20±5°C, after full-charging the battery with 0.1C, then drop it
7

freely from 1 meter height onto the hard board which 18~20mm thick (6 times each of X, Y,
Z with positive and negative directions ).The battery should be no smoking and explosion.

Drop Test
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MPPT Solar Charge Controller Specifications
MPPT System Description
MPPT，Boost ,With LED driver built-in, 5 stages，
Dimming, IP67, Infrared remote configuration
◆Innovative Max Power Point Tracking (MPPT) technology, tracking efficiency >99%
◆Full digital technology, high charge conversion efficiency up to 96%, discharge conversion
◆Can output adjustably constant current, precision: 50mA, minimum current: 30mA
◆5 stages time and dimming can be adjusted, dimming 0~100%
◆Can read parameters and running status
◆If battery voltage is low, it can be set to dimming automatically
◆Dimming start voltage and dimming percentage can be set
◆12V system voltage
◆Liquid battery
◆External temperature sensor
◆Four stages charge way: MPPT, boost, equalization, float

◆Day/Night threshold can be adjusted
◆Remote Unit to configure, with LED display
◆IP67, Strong and durable aluminum case
◆Full automatic electronic protect function
Overall View Of Controller

Unit: mm
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Solar charge controller MPPT & LED Indications

LED
Green LED

Yellow LED

Red LED

Status

Function

On

Solar panel is correctly connected, but not charged

Fast flash ( 0.1s / 0.1s )

MPPT charging

Slow flash ( 0.5s / 2s )

Charging

Off

Over voltage protection

On

Battery is normal

Slow flash ( 0.5s / 0.2s )

Battery voltage is low

Fast flash ( 0.1s / 0.1s )

Low voltage protection

Slow flash ( 2.5s / 2.5s )

Working normal

On

The output power is 0

Slow flash ( 0.2s / 5s )

Open circuit or

Fast flash ( 0.1s / 0.1s )

Short circuit or

Flash ( 0.5s / 0.5s )
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